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ODE for the NEW YEAR. 1793.

By HENRY JAMES PYE, Esq. Poet Laureat.

TO BE PERFORMED BEFORE THE ROYAL FAMILY
AT ST. JAMES'S, THIS DAY.

Where is immortal Virtue's meed,
The unchanging wreath of true renown;
Best recompence by Heaven decreed,
For all the cares that wait a Crown;
If industry, with anxious zeal,
Still watchful over the public weal;
If equal Justice' awful arm,
Temper'd by Mercy's sapphire charm,
Are ineffectual to assuage
Remorkeless Passion's harsh rage?
But the fell demons, urg'd by Hell's balest,
Threaten with frantic aim the Royal Patriot's breast.

Yet not, imperial Caesar, at thee
Was the rude bolt of Jove sped;
Even 'scapes that crown with reverence she
When Virtue consecrates the anointed head.

No—neat thy boasted right—
Thy Britain's peace—thy Thames they aim;
Pale Envy, while o'er half the world
War's bloody banners are unfurled,
Behold our craft from savage free,
Protected by the guardian sea,
Where Commerce spreads her golden stores,
Where Fleets wait triumph to our shores;

She says, and is seen at the sight.
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